“His dedication to get this
project completed was
unbelievable,” said Bob
Macko, millwork and
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Tim Rifﬂe (sculptor), Father Mike, and
Chuck Gliha (owner of Civitas Cleveland,
Ltd. and a member of Local 1542) are seen
here in front of the new altar.

cabinetry business representative with the
Ohio and Vicinity Regional Council of
Carpenters. “The skill and productivity of
a trained union craftsman were certainly
evident in this ﬁnished product.”
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into the new way of doing things is going to
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has provided architectural woodwork and
vice president and co-owner of Commercial
related services to America’s Midwest since
Woodworking in St. Louis, Missouri. “The
1897, he wouldn’t have it any other way.
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making
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it to
“Automation
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spectrum
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the scope
of work you can do, greater
control of quality and increased production.

Inter Ocean Cabinet Company, Inc. is one
With greater volume, you can decrease
of more than 100 union millwork/cabinet
your prices.”
companies in the Midwest region which

Commercial Woodworking started 10 years
ago with 10 people and a table saw. It now
employs 70 workers and uses bar coding, a
CNC beam saw, automated table saws and

hire from the 2,300+ millwork/cabinet
labor pool from the Chicago Regional
Council of Carpenters. These contractors
partner everyday with the Regional
Council to create one of the premier
training programs for cabinetmakers representing the United Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners of America.

Both Farrell and Kasmer agree that without
a strong training program, union millwork/
cabinetry contractors would not be able
to deliver the amount of outstanding work
each shop produces on an everyday basis.
And that work is done on time, and on
budget. And work is done right the first
time, which reduces the need for redos.

At the Chicago-area training facilities,
cabinetmakers are trained in every type of
project, from architectural woodwork,
casework and display cases to trade show
exhibits, custom cabinetry, staircases,
doors, wall paneling, and more.

For instance, while Inter Ocean completed
projects at Merrill Lynch and Bear Stearns
& Company, Inc., other union shops are
responsible for redevelopment and restoration of Chicago’s Navy Pier, McCormick
Place, the Art Institute, the Museum of
Science and Industry, Millennium Park and
the Merchandise Mart.

“We make sure our contractors have the
most qualified, best-trained crews
everyday,” said Jim Kasmer, a
business representative of the Chicago
Regional Council who focuses on the
millwork/cabinetry industry. “We know
our commitment to training and attention keeps our contractors well staffed
with the best craftsmen in the region.”

edge banding. The machines all “talk” to
each other via a central computer.
“It’s allowed us to increase capacity,
stabilize quality and cut down on mistakes,”
Markland said.
Another case in point is LegereWoodworking
in Avon, Connecticut, which bills itself as the
largest architectural millwork ﬁrm on the East
Coast with 120 employees.
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carries UBC label
number 710 – a
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special display case for Pope
John Paul’s miter was built by
skilled and expert carpenters
under a set of fair wage and
beneﬁt conditions.
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Traditions come in handy continued from
page 2

Legere got started on the road to automation
in 1994 with its ﬁrst CNC machine. It took
the big step in 2001 when it invested about
$2 million to add two CNC routers and
moved to a 180,000 square-foot location.

www.woodindustry.org
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To “e” or not to “e”…?

Commercial Woodworking’s Edge Bander

“We decided to compete with the big guys,
we really have to look at how we do things

Complementing the quality craftsmanship of these and thousands of other
projects is the attention to scheduling
that a union millwork/cabinetry shop
brings to the table. Tight schedules or
working in occupied spaces for tenant
improvement work is a specialty skill that
union contractors can rely upon.
Two back-to-back Legere Schelling
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parts on
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continued
ona page
go to the CNCs. And from the CNCs, they
go to the edge banders and from the edge
banders, they start to get put together.

Soldier Field showcases union carpentry
at its finest through curved walls of
warm cherry casework, cool marble
counter tops and stainless steel.

continued on page 3
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Logan says
Kuzmin taught
him that there
are “a myriad
of solutions” for every
project and that a craftsman
knows how to select from an array of
options to get the job done correctly and
efficiently. “Kuz is a master of teaching
how to select the right tool for the job,”
Logan says, “He taught me to keep an
open mind. Tools are an accessory to
productivity.”

His father’s tools made it to the United
States in the family’s steamer trunk. His
father fashioned a rough padlock for the
trunk, and Kuz uses the lock to this day
for his tool box. “Most of my hand tools
were my father’s” Kuz says. “But if someone stole this tool box, I would hurt for
this lock more than anything else.”
Chris Suisham, and Detroit
The family settled
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Carpenters
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Kuz’s father School
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work asMich.
a carpeninhis
Ferndale,
ter. The set of tools Kuz inherited includes
hand saws, coping saws, sliding T-bevels,
smoothing planes,
a combination
square
more than
carpentry being
and a hard-to-find
bell-faced
hammer.
taught here,”
Kissel
says.
Every tool is in perfect working condition;
Onethe
of patina
the other
things being
every tool has
developed
only
taught
is
safety.
Every
through decades of use and lovingstudent
care.

Detroit carpenters gain comprehensive skill sets in millwork
and cabinetry
Traditions
come training program
TRAINING FEATURE

in handy
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hen Chris Suisham
talks to his students at
the Detroit Carpenters
Apprentice School
about what makes a great cabinetmaker, he stresses that patience is
Hand
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not only a virtue. It is an
outright
in
prepping
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necessity.
high-tech world of

“You have to be patientcraftsmanship
and that’s in UBC’s
not a skill set that everyone
has,”
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Millwork
and
says. “Some people want
to run
as
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program
fast as they can run. Sometimes with
Al ‘Today
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up
cabinets you have to say
a
gleaming wood
one-cup-of-coffee day.’a Everything
has to look good at thechisel
end ofand
the places it
on
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wrist.
“My
job.”
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Suisham tools
says that
getting
thatgood
pointshape,”
keeping
sharp
and in
across
easy.
he
saysisasnot
healways
uses the
chisel blade to delicately shave a few fine hairs from the
“It’s hard to teach someone how to
back of his hand.

be patient – how to stay focused,” he
said. “You
tell them,
this is aand
$1,000
Kuzmin
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cabinetry
millwork
piece
material and
you
don’t wantJoint
at
theof
Northeast
Ohio
Carpenters’
to slam it throughand
a saw.”
Apprenticeship
Training Center in

Richfield, Ohio. His classroom features
Suisham, 35, has the rapt attention
the latest high-tech woodworking equipof his students as he walks among
ment available — but also an assortment
them, commenting on their techof traditional hand tools.

niques as they work on their projects

– building and laminating
toolboxes
Cabinetmakers
and millworkers
from the
at the school
in suburban
Ferndale, are
United
Brotherhood
of Carpenters
just a mile north
of Detroit.
specialists
in custom
and architectural
woodwork, creating cabinetry, moldings,
The school, built in the mid-1970s,
panels, trade exhibits and furniture. They
is bright and well-maintained.
work from blueprints and architectural
Five instructors teach 16 classes
designs to cut, shape and assemble wood
from laminating to interior trim to ﬂooring.
products, and they work with metal,
It has a CNC router and thousands of feet
plastics and glass when those materials
of ﬂoor space.
are included in a product’s design. These
craftsmen must be proficient on a wide
range of both hand and stationary power
tools, and Kuzmin says learning the
origins of these tools comes from
understanding how traditional hand
tools fit into the big picture.

That understanding of material is part of
the fundamental knowledge and skill
required by today’s high-tech tools. A
Computerized Numerical Control (CNC)
router, for example, can help drill, carve,
rout, and cut materials with accuracy and
speed. Because it can accurately repeat
designs, a CNC router boosts productivity
when the same part must be created
many times to complete a project. The
machine is also fast because it moves and
cuts in multiple directions simultaneously
— front to back, left to right and up and
down.
A computer controls the machine’s
motion and cutting, so that means a
CNC router is only as good as the detailed
computer design that it follows. To
program a CNC router, a craftsman must
have an in-depth understanding of the
material that is to be shaped, the techniques to be used and the calculations
required to produce the desired result.
And it’s that kind of knowledge that can
be reinforced by lessons with hand tools,
Kuzmin says.
Honed for a Life in Woodworking
Kuzmin has specialized in cabinetry and
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against contractors who call

given “displaced
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status and lived
their workers
but
briefly
in Germany
while waiting for the
they don’t
get the training.”
chance to emigrate. Kuz was born in
He says that
in addition
skills
training
Germany.
“My
parents to
were
given
someat
the
school,
students
learn
about
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choices, and they decided to come to the
responsibility
and respect.“There’s
a lot
United
States because
the three of us
could
stay together,” he says. “We arrived in
New York in 1951 — I was 13 months old.”

wears safety glasses, work

It’s those decades
experience and
boots, of
a long-sleeved
shirtpassion for his and
craftother
that safety
characterize
Kuz’s
equipment
teaching. “Skill
and craftsmanship
are not
required
for a particular class.
fads or a passing fancy,” Kuz says. “They’re
“Cabinetmaking takes good
bonds among craftsmen, and I’m trying
core talents – ﬁrst in learning
to keep these alive with my teaching.”

to use the tools so you don’t

hurt
yourself
or anyone else,”
continued on
page
4

Suisham says. “You have to be
respectful of power tools.”

Training facility prepares
Suisham
says keeping
everytomorrows
building
trade
one in the class on the same
professionals
page is sometimes difﬁcult.

Automation becomes part of the process in
union millwork shops across the country
(continued from page 1)

“We don’t do that. Say you had an order for
300 cabinets. You have to wait until all the
parts go through all those machines before
you can start assembling. That can take two
weeks. With nested-based manufacturing,
you would still use panel saws to optimize
the parts, but they’re not the machined parts.
The machined parts get optimized on the
CNC machining centers. So you’re putting a
full sheet up on the CNC machining center
that gives you all the parts for two-and-ahalf cabinets.
“Within four hours you’re assembling
cabinets. That ﬁrst day you’re assembling
parts. We install our own parts. We’re a
union shop. We’re constantly
feeding the ﬁeld. We send out
smaller trucks, which keeps
our install crews smaller.
It kind of like goes hand in
hand with lean manufacturing,
where you do smaller batches
quicker.”

as I can, but you can’t really

more than me,” Suisham says. “I tell them
accepted into one of the four-year
‘IfThose
you’re
not going to let me help you, I
center apprentice programs pay no fees for
can’t help you.’ There may be several ways
classes, training and associofapprenticeship
doing something,
but I tell them I’m here
ate degree college credit earned during the
and so I’m doing it my way. Most guys will
program. While active in the program,
take
that, but some will ﬁght you.”
apprentices earn 40 to 85 percent of the jour-

andSuisham.
receive benefits after
Itneyman-level
is a labor of wage
love for
90 days.

“I love my job,” he says. “It’s a lot of
More
900 apprentices
are currently
fun
andthan
sometimes
a guy will
come up to
enrolled
in one
of the training
center’s
you
and say
‘Thanks
for helping
me. The
four-year
programs.
TheItraining
also
training
really
helped.’
think tocenter
succeed
advanced
training
classes
atoffers
beingyear-round
a carpenter,
you really
have
to
for journeymen
to keep up
with
theto
latest
want
to be a carpenter.
You
have
like to
methods
technologies.
work
withand
tools.”
For more information, call the training center’s
toll free number: 800-601-1800, or visit
www.carpenterstraining.com.

“You certainly can run a cabinet shop successfully
and proﬁtably with conventional machinery. But
in order to do so, you’re going to have to have
some skilled folks. I think that more and more
shops view it as a tool and not a threat. It has a
lot of advantages in material handling issues and
beyond production. You put a piece of material
into a machine and out come parts. You don’t
have to take that material around to two or three
different machines in your shop.

The Legere case assembly area

“The label tells you everything about the
part, including the job number, the size, the
additional machining that must be done,
the edge trimming needed and the ﬁnish to
be applied,” Bruneau said. “The label has
everything on it.”
The sum of all these efforts is that Legere is
a major player in the cabinetry business and
getting bigger.
“Automation has really opened the doors to
being able to produce more work,” Bruneau
said. “We were a $17 million company a
few years ago, and last year we were at $30
million. And we’re already $3 million ahead
of that pace this year.”
But automation is not just for the big guys
according to William Sampson, editor of
CabinetMaker magazine, a trade publication
for shops of under 20 workers. Sampson said
that free or inexpensive software is available
now, and more and more small shops are
taking the plunge.

From Your
Labor-Management
Committee Chairmen:

Sampson said that automation is not
absolutely essential, but it will become
increasingly common.

Legere also has gone into
“smart labeling.”

The Northeast Ohio Carpenters’ Training
“It’s more of a speed issue,”
Center, a part of the United Brotherhood of
he says. “Some people have a
Carpenters and Joiners’ national educational
little trouble with power tools
network The training center serves union
while others, you give them a
carpenter apprentices and journeymen from
pocket knife and a print, and
27 Ohio counties and four counties in West
they can build a shopping mall.
Virginia. Instructors are seasoned journeymen
I try to move the class as fast
with proven mastery in their respective fields.

guys beyond their skill
In addition topush
the cabinetmaker/millwork
theycarpentry,
go too fast,
it
program, thelevels.
facilityIfoffers
floor
a safety thing.”
covering andbecomes
millwright/piledriver
programs.
The programs combine classroom and
Another
issue is the apprentice who thinks
hands-on instruction, and the facility houses
he’s
already a journeyman.
individual shops dedicated to each building
“One
tradeproblem
specialty.is guys who think they know

Considering that a CNC machine costs
between $50,000 and $80,000, offset that
against efﬁciencies, productivity and the
increased volume of output the contractor
can expect to achieve.

“In the cabinetmaking market, basically people
seem to be divided into two camps. Ones that
already have the CNC machine and ones that
need to think about whether they need to have
one for their business.”
“For the United Brotherhood of Carpenters
in Connecticut, the challenge is adapting
to automation and making sure our apprenticeship programs are keeping up to date with the
new skills required,” said Glenn Miller, the
representative for Local Union 210.
“It would be beneﬁcial to overall productivity
to have the people who are doing the computer
programming be part of the union,” he said.
“It’s not part of our contractual language now,
although we’re looking to go in that direction.
A lot of programmers have come out of the
shops and many retain their union membership.
But it’s not speciﬁcally laid out in the contract
language.”
It’s called living in the present. Because
automation, once a trend of the future, has
truly arrived.

So close and yet so far
This specialty craft that we explore in
each issue of Millworks is as diverse as
the contractors and their employees who
complete work in this industry everyday.
In this issue, we focus on two factors
that, arguably, are on opposite ends of
the spectrum.
Automation. Who isn’t talking about
automation in our ﬁeld? As our feature
article so clearly explains, leveraging
automation to remain proﬁtable is more
of a necessity than a luxury. Today’s
fabrication equipment implements
speciﬁcations and meets the needs of
customers with efﬁciency and precision.
And automation makes good ﬁnancial
sense – the cost of equipment can pay
for itself quickly thanks to an increase in
jobs that can be bid, more efﬁcient use of
materials and higher labor productivity.
To keep up in our competitive
marketplace, smart shop owners know
that getting everything done faster and
better means automating.
A skilled carpenter is one key to making
automated systems operate efﬁciently.
Our feature about the Detroit training
program serves as a stark reminder
that the skills of a union millworker or
cabinetmaker are both tangible and
intangible. Union-trained craftsmen
simply have the patience, the eye
for detail, drive for perfection and an
unrelenting work ethic. That sets them
apart.”
No amount of automation will ever
replace the instincts of a veteran
craftsman. And even the best carpenter
can’t match the speedy accuracy of
automation. Opposite ends of the
spectrum in our ﬁeld? Maybe. Undeniably
intertwined and the key to a successful
shop? Certainly.
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